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Abstract. We study the effects of Ar⁺, He⁺ and C⁺ ion irradiation on multi-walled carbon nanotubes at room and elevated temperatures with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Raman spectroscopy. Based on the TEM data, we introduce a universal damage scale for the visual analysis and characterization of irradiated nanotubes. We show for the first time that the amount of irradiation-induced damage in nanotubes is larger than the value predicted for bulk materials using the simple binary collision approximation, which may be associated with higher defect production due to electronic stopping in these nanoscale systems. The Raman spectra of the irradiated samples are in qualitative agreement with the TEM data and indicate the presence of irradiation-induced defects. However, it is difficult to obtain quantitative information on defect concentration due to non-uniform distribution of defects in the nanotube films and in part due to the presence of other carbon nanosystems in the samples, such as graphitic crystallites and carbon onions.

⁶ Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
1. Introduction

The inevitable presence of atomic-scale defects in carbon nanotubes is responsible for the substantial difference between their theoretically predicted and experimentally measured mechanical and electronic properties [1]. Defects typically have detrimental effects on the characteristics of nanotubes. For example, they lead to the measured values of tensile strength being much lower than those theoretically predicted [3, 4] and higher electrical resistivity [5, 6]. However, defects can also be useful, as they can give rise to enhanced field emission [7, 8] and mechanical strengthening of nanotube bundles [9, 10], multi-walled nanotubes (MWCNTs) [11] and bulk nanotube samples [12–14]. Moreover, the intentional introduction of defects into carbon nanotubes by irradiation has recently been demonstrated to be a powerful tool for engineering the atomic and electronic structures of nanotubes and graphene [15, 16].

Research on irradiation effects in carbon nanosystems has been motivated not only by practical aspects of materials processing or the requirement to know the behavior of nanotubes in radiation-hostile environments, such as outer space, but also by the fundamental aspects of understanding the response of such low-dimensional systems to irradiation. Indeed, many fascinating irradiation-induced phenomena in carbon nanomaterials inherently related to their nanometer size have been reported, for example, pressure build-up inside irradiated carbon onions [17–19] and nanotubes [20, 21]. Moreover, small-dose ion irradiation has been demonstrated to result in ordering of fullerene and carbon nanotube films [22], while electron irradiation gives rise to an increase in nanotube film conductance [12, 23, 24].

Complete understanding of irradiation effects in carbon nanomaterials is not possible without a careful characterization of defects. Several experimental techniques can be used to detect irradiation-induced changes in nanoscale carbon materials: for example, Raman spectroscopy [25–28], x-ray photo-electron spectroscopy [29–32] and the electron spin resonance method [33, 34]. Among them, Raman spectroscopy is the most widely used tool,
as this non-destructive method enables one to quickly assess the overall number of defects in a sample or even in individual nanotubes [27]. Moreover, it has been used to obtain quantitative information on the number of defects induced by low-energy (90 eV) ion irradiation on single and multi-layer graphene [35, 36]. However, as we show below, quantitative analysis of the defect concentration in nanotube films is a non-trivial task.

In this work, we combine transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Raman spectroscopy to study the relationship between defect concentration in films of nanotubes and the Raman spectra. MWCNTs were irradiated with Ar\(^+\), He\(^+\) and C\(^+\) ions with a wide range of irradiation energies and fluences and at different temperatures. The samples were characterized using TEM and Raman spectroscopy. We use TEM as the main tool for analyzing ion irradiation damage in MWCNTs. To facilitate visual analysis of the TEM images of the irradiated MWCNTs, we introduce a damage grade scale, where the damage is mapped on a scale from 0 to 5, with 0 being a perfect undamaged specimen and 5 being a completely amorphous carbon nanorod. We demonstrate that the use of Raman spectroscopy for measuring irradiation damage in bulk nanotube samples is not straightforward. This problem, related to non-uniform distribution of damage, is studied in detail.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The samples used in the high-resolution TEM study were purified arc discharge MWCNTs deposited on molybdenum TEM grids (except for sample ‘m’ in table 1, where a copper grid with markings was used to assist in locating the same nanotube before and after the ion irradiation). In addition to nanotubes, the samples contained a considerable number of carbon onions and graphitic crystallites, but not much amorphous carbon. This material is referred to as material A below. The material was first dispersed in a solvent through sonication, and a droplet of the dispersion was deposited on a grid. This results in a solid layer of varying thickness on the grid. Thin enough areas down to individual tubes can be located in the samples for TEM analysis. For Raman measurements, we used places on the grid with maximal thickness of the material. These spots are clearly visible to the eye; thus, the thickness in these areas is presumably about 1 \(\mu\)m. We also studied another material, referred to as material B. This material, made out of so-called bamboo MWCNTs, was produced by a commercial vendor (NanoLab Inc., USA) and was supplied in the form of a paper-like sheet (also called buckypaper) with a density of approximately 0.5 g cm\(^{-3}\). As a reference, we studied the effects of irradiation on graphite. The samples were polycrystalline graphite cut into approximately 2 mm-thick pieces, which were mechanically polished to a smooth surface.

2.2. Ion irradiation

Ion irradiation was conducted using a 500 kV ion implanter system manufactured by High Voltage Engineering Europa BW. The ions were produced in a cold cathode Penning ion source from gas phase materials. An analyzing magnet was used to separate the desired mass-to-charge state ratio from a mixture of ions produced in the ion source. The stream of ions was then directed into an electric field generated by a solid state multi-doubler stack of 0–500 kV and thus accelerated into an energetic ion beam. Various magnetic and electrostatic ion optical...
Table 1. Summary of the irradiation parameters for the samples presented in figure 2. The energies are given in keV, and \( \phi \) stands for irradiation fluence, \( i \) for irradiation current density, RT for room temperature and DG for damage grade. \( S_n \) and \( S_e \) stand for nuclear and electronic stopping power, respectively, in graphite and are given in units of keV nm\(^{-1}\) and are specific to the given ion–energy combinations. dpa is the number of times an atom has been displaced at the depth of 15 nm as calculated by TRIM [44].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>( E ) (keV)</th>
<th>( \phi ) ((1 \text{ cm}^{{-2}}))</th>
<th>( i ) (( \mu \text{A cm}^{{-2}} ))</th>
<th>( T ) (°C)</th>
<th>DG</th>
<th>( S_n )</th>
<th>( S_e )</th>
<th>dpa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Ar(^+)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.2 \times 10^{14}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Ar(^+)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.5 \times 10^{14}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Ar(^+)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.1 \times 10^{15}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Ar(^+)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.5 \times 10^{15}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Ar(^+)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.5 \times 10^{15}</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Ar(^+)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.5 \times 10^{15}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Ar(^+)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.5 \times 10^{15}</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>He(^+)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1.4 \times 10^{17}</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>He(^+)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.1 \times 10^{16}</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>He(^+)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.1 \times 10^{17}</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>C(^+)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.0 \times 10^{15}</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>C(^+)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.0 \times 10^{15}</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>C(^+)</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>1.0 \times 10^{17}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The focused ion beam was then run through a beam sweeping system, which rasters the beam across a desired area, resulting in homogeneous exposure at the target. Faraday cups with a known cross-section were placed inside the exposed area and the accumulated charge was measured, from which the number of ion impacts per unit area could be determined. The whole system was in vacuum of \( \sim 10^{-7} \) mbar. The vacuum was maintained using turbomolecular high-vacuum pumps assisted by rotary vane and scroll pumps.

The sample was mounted inside a copper pellet with a cavity in the center, and the pellet was clamped onto a larger copper heating stage for high-temperature irradiation. The temperature was measured from the heating stage at the point where the pellet was clamped. As the ion beam may heat the target, depending on the current intensity, and radiative cooling may lower the temperature of the nanotubes, the temperatures given in table 1 should be considered as estimates.

2.3. Transmission electron microscopy

The samples were examined in a high-resolution TEM (FEI Tecnai F-30) with a field emission gun and an acceleration voltage of 300 kV before and after ion irradiation. The electron irradiation dose was kept as low as possible to minimize the effects of electron irradiation.

It is worth noting that as the ion irradiation and TEM were performed from the normal direction of the TEM grids, it can safely be assumed that the samples seen in the TEM images were directly exposed to the ion irradiation and were not shielded by, e.g., other nanotubes on the grid.
2.4. Raman spectroscopy

The Raman spectra were recorded with two setups due to historical reasons. The first setup consists of an Ar ion laser (514.5 nm, Omnicrome 543-AP), a single-stage spectrometer (Acton SpectraPro 500I, resolution 3 cm\(^{-1}\)) and a CCD camera (Andor InstaSpec IV). The laser beam was focused to a spot of about 40 µm. Raman spectra were also recorded with a LabRam confocal microscope (HR 800 Jobin Yvon) using excitation at 488 nm of an Ar ion laser (<0.5 mW on sample), 50× and 100× objectives and spectral resolution 2 cm\(^{-1}\). This equipment has been recently used for the successful characterization of single-walled carbon nanotubes [37].

3. Universal damage grade

When probing a large parameter space (e.g. in ion irradiation experiments one can alter the ion species, energy and fluence, temperature, etc) using a TEM, one quickly accumulates a large number of images and quantifying the response of the target material to the treatments becomes increasingly difficult without a general point of reference. This problem is present also when results reported in different papers are to be compared. The typical features in TEM images of defective MWCNTs are the average length of uninterrupted wall segments and the overall degree of amorphization. The apparent discontinuities originate from dislocations in graphitic sheets [38], defect clusters and completely broken shells. These structures are normally formed due to agglomerations of point defects [39–41], such as vacancies and interstitials. The latter likely form di-interstitials, which are normally embedded into graphitic shells [42] without any under-coordinated atoms forming the so-called inverse Stone–Wales defects [43] and giving rise to additional local curvature. Based on these features, a universal scale can be constructed, which can be used to classify the condition of an MWCNT after a specific treatment, which in turn facilitates more direct comparison of the effects of different treatments.

Such a scale is proposed in figure 1. The table defines a numerical damage grade of MWCNTs ranging from 0 for a perfect undamaged nanotube to 5 for a completely amorphized nanorod. Example TEM images are presented for six steps in the scale along with a short description of characteristic features.

When utilizing the scale, a TEM image of a sample is compared to the damage grade table and a damage grade is assigned. Below, this damage scale is employed when analyzing TEM images of MWCNTs after various irradiation treatments. In this usage case, the scale is of great help when comparing the effects of the treatments.

4. Effects of ion irradiation on the structure of multi-walled nanotubes

4.1. Transmission electron microscopy analysis of ion irradiation effects

In the present study, MWCNT samples made out of material A were irradiated using the parameters tabulated in table 1. Each of the samples was imaged using TEM in order to assess their condition after the irradiation treatment. Also, a damage grade was assigned to each of the samples and the assigned values are listed in the table.
Figure 1. Universal damage grade table for visual analysis and comparison of TEM images of multi-walled carbon nanotubes with defects.

In figure 2, typical TEM images of the samples tabulated in table 1 are presented. In panels (a)–(d), images of samples irradiated with the same ion species (Ar) and energy (40 keV) at room temperature but with gradually increasing total fluences are shown. A clear progressive increase in damage can be observed. Sample (a) exhibits a regular structure after the irradiation, while the level of damage gradually increases in samples (b) and (c), ending in a completely amorphous sample (d).

The influence of sample temperature on the response of nanotubes to ion irradiation can be observed in figures 2(d)–(g). The samples shown in these panels were all irradiated with 40 keV Ar⁺, similarly to the previous samples. Irradiation fluence was kept constant, and the parameter varied was the temperature of the target. The samples irradiated at room temperature as well as at 150 °C became completely amorphous, but as the sample temperature was increased to 300 °C and higher, the final damage level of the sample was considerably lower. This is well in line with previous experimental and theoretical results [45, 46] on the behaviour of nanotubes under electron irradiation at elevated temperatures, where self-healing of nanotubes due to vacancy...
migration and coalescence [47] starts at approximately 300 °C. Recombination of Frenkel pairs, stimulated mostly by the migration of adatoms [48] and interstitials bound to the shells as in graphite [49–53], contributes as well. Note that the interstitials in the inner hollow of the nanotubes are highly mobile already at room temperature [45], but this process is not sufficient for efficient self-healing.

In figure 2(h), a sample irradiated with 350 keV He⁺ at room temperature is shown. The irradiation fluence was two orders of magnitude higher than that of any of the preceding Ar⁺ irradiations. As is to be expected from the considerably smaller displacement cross-section for
lighter He\(^+\) as compared to Ar\(^+\) in carbon nanomaterials [54, 55], an MWCNT can withstand a much higher fluence of He\(^+\) irradiation compared to Ar\(^+\) irradiation. One gets comparable grades of damage with 40 keV Ar\(^+\) irradiation with a fluence of 5.5 \times 10^{14} \text{ions cm}^{-2} and with 350 keV He\(^+\) with a fluence of 1.4 \times 10^{17} \text{ions cm}^{-2}.

In figures 2(i) and (j), two samples irradiated with 50 keV He\(^+\) at an elevated temperature of 500\(^\circ\)C and two different fluences (7.1 \times 10^{16} and 7.1 \times 10^{17} \text{ions cm}^{-2}) are displayed. Both of the samples are only slightly damaged, with more discontinuities in the shells of the sample with higher fluence. Comparing these samples to the sample in panel (h), a sharp difference in irradiation resilience can be observed. The considerably lower damage grade compared to what could be expected from the estimated dpa values can be explained by the self-healing behaviour at elevated temperatures.

In figures 2(k) and (l), two samples irradiated with 30 keV C\(^+\) and similar fluences but at different temperatures are shown. Here again, the effect of \textit{in situ} annealing is evident, as the sample irradiated at elevated temperature is in considerably better condition than is the sample irradiated at room temperature. Finally, in panels (m.1) and (m.2), the condition of the same MWCNT is shown before and after irradiation with 380 keV C\(^+\) at a temperature of 500\(^\circ\)C. These images confirm that the damage we observe is, in fact, ion-irradiation-induced and not, for example, due to the MWCNTs being originally defective.

Using the proposed universal damage scale, comparison of the irradiated samples is straightforward. If, for example, one examines all irradiation parameters that lead to midrange (2–3) damage level (samples a, b, f, g, k and m), one can directly assess the resilience of the MWCNTs under these treatments. Moving from 40 keV Ar\(^+\) (a) to lighter 30 keV C\(^+\) (k) more than doubles the fluence, leading to a similar level of damage in the tube. Increasing the sample temperature to >300 \(^\circ\)C gives an order of magnitude improvement in resilience (samples b, f and g). Increasing C\(^+\) energy to 380 keV from 30 keV combined with elevated temperature enables the nanotube to withstand a fluence two orders of magnitude higher (samples k and m). These cases by no means provide a comprehensive picture of ion irradiation effects in MWCNTs, but do provide points of reference to the ion irradiation response.

### 4.2. Damage production mechanisms

Matter absorbs energy from energetic ions passing through it, which is generally referred to as stopping power, which can be divided into two parts: nuclear and electronic stopping [56]. In the case of nuclear stopping, energy is transferred through elastic collisions with the target atoms. In the case of electronic stopping, energy is transferred through inelastic interactions with the target electrons. Both mechanisms can lead to the production of damage in the target. Elastic collisions lead directly to displacements of the target atoms and possible collision cascades, as the displaced atoms themselves hit the surrounding atoms. The detailed mechanism through which electronic stopping leads to damage in materials is not fully understood to date. However, rapid melting and subsequent cooling of materials due to coupling of the excited electrons and phonons have been suggested as the main avenue of damage production in conducting materials [57]. Graphite has been experimentally [58] and theoretically [59] shown to be quite resistant to damage creation through electronic stopping. A lower limit of \(\sim 7 \text{keV nm}^{-1}\) in electronic stopping has been measured under which no damage is created in graphite, attributed to graphite’s good heat and charge conduction.
Figure 3. The dpa profiles resulting from the irradiation, as estimated by the TRIM code [44] that calculates the number of displacements using the binary collision approximation, ignoring the contribution of electronic excitations. The dpa value describes how many times an atom has been displaced on average from its original position. The DG markings indicate the damage grade after each of the irradiation treatments based on TEM images (elevated temperatures are shown in parentheses).

Stopping powers for the ions used are shown in table 1, calculated as described in [56], where the nuclear stopping estimate is based on the binary collision approximation of screened nuclei and the electronic stopping estimate on a model fitted to a large number of experimental data. Additionally, numerical Monte Carlo simulations were run in order to estimate the amount of damage created by the ions, using the TRIM code [44]. These simulations are based on calculating the binary collisions of ions and recoiled atoms moving in amorphous material and they essentially model damage creation related to nuclear stopping. This is a standard way of estimating ion irradiation damage, although damage may be overestimated in nanoscale targets [60]. Figure 3 shows displacements-per-atom (dpa: the average times each target atom has been displaced) profiles in graphite after selected irradiation treatments along with assigned damage grades based on the TEM images. Additionally, dpa values at the depth of 15 nm are presented in table 1.

It is not straightforward to deduce which dpa value would lead to what kind of damage level in an MWCNT, since the displaced atoms can recombine with vacancies, larger-scale reconstructions of damaged parts can take place and, especially in the case of high level of damage, atoms displaced once already can be displaced again. Still, the dpa value can be used as a measure of the relative amount of damage originating from nuclear collisions. The samples irradiated at room temperature (samples a, b, c, d, h and k) are most relevant for this treatment, as the \textit{in situ} annealing of defects at high temperatures further obscures the connection between the dpa values and observed levels of damage.

If samples a and k, which both have the same damage grade of 2, are compared, the dpa values seem to match well (0.14 and 0.11). However, if samples b and h are compared, a large difference can be observed in the dpa values (0.36 and 0.033) although the damage...
grade of the nanotubes is similar. This indicates that the produced damage cannot be explained with elastic collisions only. On the other hand, the electronic stopping values for all cases are much lower than the 7 keV nm\(^{-1}\) limit, below which no damage is created in graphite. This can be interpreted as MWCNTs being more susceptible to damage through electronic stopping than is bulk graphite. The reason for this could be the one-dimensionality of a nanotube, as heat and electronic excitations have much fewer routes to dissipate than in bulk \cite{16}. Further, all of the shells of MWCNTs are not necessarily metallic conductors \cite{1} and defects reduce the conductivity further \cite{5, 6} (although very low defect concentrations have been reported to slightly decrease the resistivity of bulk graphitic samples \cite{61} and single-walled nanotube buckypaper \cite{13}), and semi-conductors and insulators are known to typically have lower thresholds of electronic stopping for damage production \cite{62}.

5. Raman spectra and discussion

Defect-induced changes in Raman spectra of carbon materials have been extensively studied (see e.g. \cite{27, 35, 36, 63, 64}). In Raman spectra of single crystal graphite as well as defect-free carbon nanotubes, a peak is observed at approximately \(\sim 1580 \text{ cm}^{-1}\), which is commonly referred to as the G band \cite{25}. If imperfections are introduced into graphitic planes, another peak appears at approximately \(\sim 1350 \text{ cm}^{-1}\) (the D band, where ‘D’ stands for disorder). The intensity ratio of the D and G bands depends on the size of graphitic in-plane crystallites and hence this ratio has been widely used to characterize the perfection of various carbon materials \cite{65, 66}. Although the ratio is a non-monotonic function of defect concentration (after a natural initial increase with the number of defects, it decreases again when structural defects in the sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon matrix overlap \cite{35, 36, 63}), for some systems (e.g. graphene) Raman spectroscopy can be used to obtain quantitative information \cite{35, 36} on the number of defects in the sample.

Figure 4(a) shows a low-resolution TEM picture of material A (good-quality nanotubes with carbon inclusions deposited on TEM grids). A Raman spectrum from this material is represented by the upper trace in figure 4. It consists of a strong G band with a very weak D band. This spectrum shows that the pristine material consists of an essentially unperturbed sp\(^2\) coordinated carbon network. A similar Raman spectrum for pristine nanotubes was reported by Mathew et al \cite{67}. The amount of amorphous carbon is small in the pristine material. On the other hand, it is practically impossible to distinguish between Raman contributions from nanotubes, crystalline grains and other carbon impurities seen in the TEM image. Upon irradiation with Ar\(^+\), the D band grows and both D and G bands become broad, which indicates ion-irradiation-induced disorder. This trend is what can be expected in these experiments. However, the quantitative progress of Ar\(^+\)-irradiation-induced changes is in disagreement with the results of \cite{68}, where the irradiation effect was much smaller (different sample thicknesses may contribute here, as discussed below). Our Raman spectrum consists of very broad D and G bands that are typical of amorphous carbon, possibly with some amount of sp\(^3\) bonded network \cite{66}. When ion irradiation is performed at elevated temperatures, the change of Raman spectra, and hence the structure, is less pronounced, which indicates that \textit{in situ} annealing reduces the accumulated damage, and this qualitatively agrees with the TEM data presented in table 1. However, we should admit that it is very difficult to establish a straightforward correlation between damage in individual nanotubes and the ‘integrated’ Raman spectrum. The first complication arises from contamination of samples (see figure 4(a)) because...
Figure 4. (a) TEM image of material A. (b) Raman spectra obtained from the pristine sample and after irradiation with 40 keV Ar$^+$ at room temperature and 300 °C.

the contribution of the different structures in the Raman spectrum cannot be distinguished. Moreover, the Raman scattering cross-sections of various phases differ, and they undergo different changes upon ion irradiation. Further on, due to the limited penetration depth of the ions, a contribution from non-irradiated parts of the sample material can be present in the spectra.

Material B (bamboo-type nanotubes in the form of buckypaper) substantially differs from material A at various scales (cf the material morphologies shown in figures 4(a) and 5(a)). On the one hand, material B has fewer large impurities like graphitic crystallites. On the other hand, the structure of individual tubes is less regular than in material A. The Raman spectrum of the pristine material B (the upper trace in figure 5(b)) clearly reflects this difference as the D band is relatively strong, indicating numerous defects in the sp$^2$ bonded carbon. A similar Raman spectrum of pristine carbon nanotubes was reported by Ni et al [68] and by Nichols et al [69]. Remarkably, the Raman spectra of the thick layers of material B undergo much smaller ion-irradiation-induced modifications than those obtained for material A. In fact, these changes are weaker than those reported by Ni et al after a similar irradiation treatment [68].
Figure 5. (a) TEM image of material B. (b) Raman spectra of the pristine sample and measured after irradiation with 40 keV Ar$^+$ at room temperature. The lower curve shows the difference between the two upper spectra. (c) Raman spectra obtained from the pristine sample and after irradiation with 350 keV He$^+$ at room temperature. The lower curve shows the difference between the two upper spectra.
The spectrum of material B after irradiation seems to consist of two parts: signals from unperturbed tubes and from a highly defective material (of course, this separation is approximate due to the presence of intermediate structures). This concept is demonstrated by the lowest spectrum in figure 5(b), which presents the difference of the two upper spectra taken in appropriate proportion. The obtained difference spectrum is quite similar to that measured after Ar\(^+\) irradiation of material A, and this broad spectrum develops under irradiation. Thus, the material probed by Raman spectroscopy roughly has two spatial parts, perturbed and unperturbed by ions. This fact finds a straightforward explanation in terms of penetration of ions and photons into a solid material. Our calculations (the depth axis should be scaled by a factor of four in figure 3 to take into account the reduced density) estimate the penetration depth of 40 keV Ar\(^+\) as about 200 nm for the carbon material with 25\% mass density of graphite. The effective thickness probed by Raman spectroscopy is 1/2\(\alpha\), where \(\alpha = 4\pi k/\lambda\) is the absorption coefficient (\(k\) is the extinction coefficient and \(\lambda\) is the laser wavelength) \(^{[70]}\). Taking \(k = 0.175\), which is 1/4 of the extinction coefficient of glassy carbon \(^{[71]}\) (if \(k\) is assumed to scale linearly with density), we obtain 250 nm as the effective thickness of Raman probing, which seemingly matches well with the ion penetration depth. However, the absorption coefficient most probably decreases upon ion-irradiation-induced amorphization of the material. The absorption of amorphous carbon (essentially sp\(^2\) coordinated) is several times less than that of glassy carbon \(^{[66]}\). Moreover, the Raman scattering cross-section and absorption may decrease upon ion irradiation if an sp\(^3\) fraction is produced. Thus, we conclude that Raman spectroscopy effectively probes the material in deep areas that are not damaged by the 40 keV Ar\(^+\) ions. These estimates are in agreement with the spectra shown in figure 5(b). This can also explain at least partially the differences between the spectra from material A and the spectra from material B since the samples of material B are thicker as compared to the samples of material A, leading to a stronger contribution from the deeper (undamaged) areas.

The experiments with He\(^+\) irradiation of the same material B are in agreement with the proposed model (figure 5(c)). According to our calculations, irradiation with He\(^+\) produces about 1 dpa in the bulk, whereas the previous irradiation with Ar\(^+\) led to substantially higher dpa values. However, the Raman spectra of the sample irradiated with He\(^+\) indicates more damage as compared to the Ar\(^+\) irradiation. This fact can be explained by the much deeper penetration of He\(^+\) into the material. The range of He\(^+\) with such energy is much longer than that of photons (average range of the ions is \(\sim 5\ \mu m\)). On the other hand, dpa is much less than 1 in the first 200 nm of the material (see figure 3), which can explain the incomplete amorphization indicated by the Raman spectra. However, one should note that dpa does not seem to fully describe the produced damage due to the contribution of electronic-stopping-induced damage, as discussed above.

We further studied the effect of ion penetration depth on the Raman spectra. As mentioned above, the analysis of Raman spectra from samples with non-uniform defect distribution is not straightforward. To confirm this, three polycrystalline graphite and nanotube samples (material B) were irradiated with Ar\(^+\) in a specific manner. The ion energies and fluxes were selected in such a way that each of the samples had approximately the same number of vacancies (as estimated by TRIM \(^{[44]}\)), but with different spatial distributions. Sample 1 was irradiated with Ar\(^+\) with a kinetic energy of 400 keV and a fluence of \(4.4 \times 10^{13}\) ions cm\(^{-2}\), which results in a wide peak located at approximately 300 nm in a graphite sample (approximately four times deeper in the nanotube sample, due to the lower density). Sample 2 was irradiated with Ar\(^+\) with multiple energies and fluxes selected to produce a nearly uniform defect distribution up to the
Figure 6. Estimated displacement per atom profiles for the three graphite samples calculated with the computer program TRIM [44]. The first sample has a wide defect profile with a peak at approximately 300 nm. The second sample was irradiated with ions of different energies, resulting in close to uniform damage distribution up to 300 nm. The third sample has a narrower damage peak close to the sample surface. Note the different y-scale in the last graph.

depth of 300 nm and sample 3 with 100 keV Ar$^+$ and a fluence of $1.0 \times 10^{14}$ ions cm$^{-2}$, resulting in a narrower peak at 50 nm (in graphite). The estimated dpa profiles are shown in figure 6 for each graphite sample. Note that the areas under each curve in figure 6 are approximately the same. For the CNT samples, the calculations give the same result with the accuracy of the sample density.

The Raman spectra of these samples are presented in figure 7. The spectra show clear differences, although the total number of defects is similar in these three samples and only the spatial distribution is varied. The spectrum obtained from sample 1 is closer to the spectrum from the pristine sample compared to the others. This indicates that Raman spectroscopy does
Figure 7. Raman spectra of the pristine samples and those after irradiation with Ar\(^+\) (samples 1, 2 and 3 with dpa profiles shown in figure 6) from (a) graphite and (b) nanotubes (material B).

not probe the deep bulk damaged by 400 keV Ar\(^+\). More damage is located near the surface layer in sample 2; consequently, the measured Raman spectrum indicates more disorder in this sample. The spectrum from sample 3 indicates the highest level of damage as the damage is concentrated closer to the surface, where Raman probing is most effective. Thus, it is impossible to deduce quantitative information on the damage without \textit{a priori} knowledge of the irradiation effects.

6. Conclusions

In this work, TEM images and Raman spectra of multi-walled carbon nanotubes irradiated with Ar\(^+\), He\(^+\) and C\(^+\) ions with various energies, fluences and at different sample temperatures have been studied. The degree of amorphization of MWCNTs after irradiation with the different ions and fluences was assessed from the TEM images. The Raman spectra displayed qualitatively
similar trends, giving support for the TEM results. Elevated temperature of 300 °C or higher increases the resilience of MWCNTs under ion irradiation due to efficient in situ annealing of the irradiation-induced defects. To assist visual analysis of TEM images of irradiated MWCNTs, we introduced a universal damage grade scale, where the damage is mapped on a scale from 0 to 5, with 0 representing a perfect undamaged specimen and grade 5 corresponding to a completely amorphous carbon nanorod (figure 1). Such a scale can be useful when comparing the structure of carbon nanotubes irradiated using different irradiation parameters.

We have shown for the first time that the amount of ion-irradiation-induced damage in MWCNTs can be higher than predicted by taking only elastic collisions of the ion and target atoms into account. This may be associated with electronic excitations and the reduced dimensionality of such systems, which affects the dissipation of energy brought in by the ion. This could facilitate the production of defects at lower levels of electronic stopping power than in bulk systems. However, our results do not provide unambiguous evidence for that, and further experiments are required in order to ascertain the effect.

We have demonstrated that the use of Raman spectroscopy for quantifying damage in nanotube samples irradiated with high-energy ions can be ambiguous and lead to misleading conclusions on the sample structure after irradiation. This problem, related to non-uniform distribution of damage in the samples, is demonstrated experimentally for graphite and nanotube samples. This issue should carefully be taken into account when using Raman spectroscopy for characterizing damage in ion irradiated materials, and Raman probing depth should be compared to ion ranges when analyzing samples with a non-homogeneous distribution of defects. The TEM method probes the very surface layer where damage is also different from that in the bulk, and this further complicates the comparison of Raman and TEM results. Finally, other carbon nanosystems, such as graphitic crystallites and carbon onions, present in our nanotube samples that are usually outside the TEM analysis may strongly contribute to the Raman spectra.
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